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Who am I?



My Fiction Credentials
4 million books sold
In translation around the world
TV series under development in 
Hollywood



My Non-Fiction Credentials
More than 10000 authors taught 
in premium programs
Popular weekly podcast
Regular speaker all around the 
world
Partnering with Amazon for
SPS Live – Europe’s biggest 
indie author conference



What we will 
be covering

The 
importance 
of advertising

1
BookBub
The platform
How to use ads
The new course

2
Introduction to
Ads for Authors

3
Q & A

4



Competition
alert!



HOW CAN I PROVE 
ads work?

I’m established
in English

Big
newsletter

Organic
sales



THE 
SOLUTION
è German!

è No one knows me

è No mailing list

è No organic Amazon marketing

è I am effectively a noob
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What we’ll cover today
Overview of BookBub Ads platform

Who your ads can reach

Examples of successful campaigns

What you’ll learn in the new course

Questions

1

2

3

12
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5
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How do BookBub
Ads work?

13
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What is BookBub?
Book discovery service

with 20+ million members 
that helps readers find new 

books and authors

Marketing platform
for authors and publishers 

with a suite of tools that 
boost sales and visibility
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BookBub Featured Deals

ü Daily email with links to 
discounted ebooks in readers’ 
favorite genres

ü Our editorial team hand-selects 
the deals to feature

ü Drive thousands of sales or tens of 
thousands of free downloads
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Our audiobook retailer, Chirp

Audiobook retailer
focused on surfacing 

limited-time deals

Marketing platform
where authors and publishers 
can promote audiobooks for 

members to purchase a la carte
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We send millions of emails every day
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BookBub Ads platform
ü Self-serve auction ad platform

ü No submission & selection process

ü Target BookBub or Chirp members 
based on genre, author, retailer, and 
region preferences

ü Completely customizable for any 
budget or goal
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Six campaign elements 
1. Ad creative: what your ad looks like

2. Click-through links: where readers end up after clicking on your ad

3. Audience: who you want your ad to reach

4. Schedule: defines when and for how long your ad will be live

5. Budget: the total maximum amount you want to spend on an ad 
campaign

6. Bid: the maximum rate you want to pay to reach readers in your 
audience
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Ads compete in a live 
auction to win 
impressions
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One impression 
= one reader’s eyes on 

your ad
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The BookBub Ads auction

ü You compete with other advertisers who are targeting 
the same audience to win impressions among that 
audience

ü The auction runs each time a reader opens an email

ü The ad with the highest bid wins the impression 

ü Ads continue competing in the auction until they run 
out of budget or reach the end of their schedule
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Why run 
BookBub Ads?
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It was designed for book marketers

ü You can only promote books

üAd creation is simple and straightforward

ü You can run ads with any budget
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BookBub readers are…

üActively looking for books

üBuying books across all major retailers

üPower readers

üPrice sensitive

ü Loyal fans
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They use deals to discover new authors

have purchased a book 
from an unknown 

author because of a 
discount

95%



BookBub

have purchased other 
books by an author they 
discovered as part of a 

price promotion

63%

27

They become loyal fans
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Book price impacts engagement

ü Your existing fans are most likely to purchase 
higher-priced books

üReaders who are new to you are more likely to 
take a chance on a low-priced book
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Most common types of campaigns

üPromote ebook or audiobook deals

üPromote low-priced first-in-series books

üDrive exposure and sales for new releases
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Who can you reach 
with BookBub Ads?

30
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Target narrow audiences of readers
ü Reading format preference

ü Region

ü Retailer preference 

ü Category interest

ü Author interest
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Category interest
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Author interest
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Combine authors & categories
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I’m not just looking for clicks on the ad but sales. So I 
want to make sure I’m sending the right people to the 

book page. If I chose too broad a target I might get 
thousands of readers clicking but none buying. I want 

people predisposed to want to buy the book. 

“
”— M. J. Rose, Founder of AuthorBuzz
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Author targeting = higher engagement

New Adult 
Romance

New Adult 
Romance

+ 8 similar authors

12x
HIGHER CTR

0.14% CTR 1.67% CTR
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Target your own fans
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Target fans of similar authors
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How do ads 
appear to readers?
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Clearly signal the genre and mood
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Write a strong hook
ü Deal price

ü Trope that will appeal to 
your ideal fan base

ü Quote from another 
author or a review

ü Comparisons to books, 
movies, or tv shows   
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Run tests to 
find what works
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Test ad images
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Test ad images
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Test author targets
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Embrace the learning curve

ü Testing is a critical part of advertising

ü Each ad that doesn’t hit the mark is a learning 
opportunity 

üKnow that it may take some time to hit the 
right combination of image, audience, and cost
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Examples of successful 
ad campaigns
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Eva Pohler, Secrets of the Greek Revival

ü Ran ads for book #1 in the 
lead-up to the release of 
book #3

ü Goal was to increase sales 
of the whole series
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ü 650 clicks at 0.6% click-through-
rate over 1 month

ü $0.65 cost per click

ü Campaigns were ROI-positive

ü Doubled first-in-series sales 

Eva Pohler, Secrets of the Greek Revival
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BookBub Ads increased the 
sales of Secrets of The Greek 

Revival from two or three a day to 
five or six a day (sometimes more). 
Although the CTR is important, I’m 
mostly concerned with this: how 

much am I spending per day versus 
how much am I making per day.

Eva Pohler, Secrets of the Greek Revival

“

”
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Patricia McLinn, Sign Off

ü Permafree first-in-series

ü Aims to build sales 
gradually over time 

ü Wants to run sustainable, 
low-cost ad campaigns
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ü Methodically tests different 
author targets over time

ü Tens of thousands of clicks on 
campaigns for Sign Off since 2017

ü Year-over-year income has 
increased by nearly 9% since the 
campaigns began

Patricia McLinn, Sign Off
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My big takeaway is that the most vital 
aspect of dealing with ads is to find a 
process that is sustainable for you —

what you’re comfortable with 
financially and what accommodates 

your weaknesses and strengths as an 
advertiser to make it long-lasting.

Patricia McLinn, Sign Off

“

”
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The new BookBub
Ads course

56
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What you will get from the course
ü Understanding the most effective ways to use this tool

ü Detailed tips and guidance for every campaign 
element

ü How to avoid common mistakes and pitfalls

ü How to run tests to improve your ads

ü How to assess whether your ads are successful

ü Case studies and examples of successful campaigns
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Questions?
Email partners@bookbub.com

Get started at partners.bookbub.com





Name the movies!

Competition time!



WHY ARE YOU STILL ON THE LINE?

1. Frustrated your books won’t sell
2. You get reviews but no sales.
3. Your book is invisible.
4. You are starting out.
5. You want to get to the next level.

?!



Let’s deal with some 
fears about ads.



FEAR #1: YOU NEED TO BE TECHNICAL

I will demystify the process
and show you how easy it is.



FEAR #2: I’M A WRITER. NO TIME FOR THIS.

I will show you how to manage your ads.
It’ll take just 10 minutes a day.



FEAR #3: I’M A WRITER, NOT A MARKETER.

I’ll teach you how to build a rock-solid platform
that will find new reader for you.



FEAR #4: ADVERTISING IS TOO EXPENSIVE.

I’ll show you how to run simple ads to sell books 
that’ll start at $5 a day.



FEAR #5: I’M NOT READY FOR THIS.

If you’re still here, you’re ready for this!



IF YOU REMEMBER JUST ONE THING..

➨ I have found a system to boost my career.
➨ Advertising is no longer a luxury.
➨ The last five years have changed my life.
➨ It is a replicable system that you can follow.
➨ 10,000 students have taken my premium courses.
➨ Our refund rate is VERY low.
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What is Advertising for Authors?

➨Used to be just Facebook
➨ It now comprises EIGHT courses – and SPF University
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Facebook ads for authors

➨Your complete FB Ads tutorial.
➨Step-by-step: from beginner to advanced techniques.
➨Learn how to use FB for subscriptions AND sales.
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AMAZON ADS FOR AUTHORS

Updates coming for 2021! Revised by Amazon Ads expert 
Janet Margot and covering ad types, ad strategies for your books, 

reaching international audiences and a host of pro tips to make Amazon 
ads work like gangbusters for your brand.

UPDATED
2020
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BOOKBUB ADS FOR AUTHORS

Created in partnership with BookBub!
How to get started and perfect ads that 

will deliver a solid ROI.

BRAND 
NEW VERSION

LAUNCHED
TODAY!
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Advanced facebook ads for authors

Taking the management of Facebook ads
to the next level…

BONUS
MODULE
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ads automation for authors - BY prestozon

A custom course for SPF students from the 
makers of the best Amazon ads management 

software out there.

BONUS
MODULE
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WRITE SIMPLER, BETTER ADS

Create hooks to draw in readers and master the 
art of crafting compelling ads for your books.

BONUS
MODULE
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AD DESIGN FOR AUTHORS

Pro cover designer Stuart Bache demonstrates 
how to design ads that will get your books 

noticed – and trigger conversions.

BONUS
MODULE
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MESSENGER BOTS

FB Messenger Bots offer automated, low impact 
ways to reach new readers. We’ll show you how 

to use them in a way that isn’t annoying…

BONUS
MODULE
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Insightful webinars with lots of actionable tips on 
all things self-publishing - with fresh content 

added on a regular basis. 



STUDENT SUPPORT
YOU WON’T BE ALONE!

➨ Lifetime access to the students-only 
private ‘Mastery’ Facebook Group –
and 100s of other supportive authors

➨ I’m in the group EVERY DAY
➨Ongoing Technical Support



What some Ads 
students say…

“”
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The obvious 
question is…?
How can you build your author career 
quickly, smartly and cost-effectively?

You have three choices…



YOU NOW HAVE 3 OPTIONS:

q Do nothing (leave it to luck).

q Do it slow, using trial and error.

q Do it quickly using Ads for Authors.ü



WHAT ARE YOUR OTHER ALTERNATIVES?

➨ “Generalist” courses usually more than $1000.
➨ Other courses? Check if they can sell.
➨ The knowledge in this course cost me $1000s and 100s 

of hours to learn.



$45

INSTANT ACCESS, ZERO RISK

Get INSTANT ACCESS to

ADS FOR AUTHORS

for 12 monthly payments of $75
- or 24 monthly payments of $45

FROM



$1.45

COST PER DAY



BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

I know this course is good.
If it’s not for you, you have a full 30 day money back 
guarantee.
My team and I are personally invested in your success.
You get FULL ACCESS with the first payment 
– try it for 30 days at no risk.



PLUS



EXCLUSIVE BONUSES WORTH $100’S

Membership of the exclusive students-only SPF Facebook Group, MASTERY
Discounts on our acclaimed foundation course, Self Publishing 101, and the Cover Design 
for Authors, How to Write a Bestseller and How to Revise Your Book courses
Discounted membership of Book Funnel, the popular ebook distribution service
An additional month of access to Prolific Work’s premium plan 
Discount on annual & lifetime plan for ProWritingAid
Discounted formatting with my preferred company, Polgarus Studios 
Discount on pre-made and custom designs by Books Covered 
Discount code for Reader Links, the author tracking and management tool 
Discount code for ad image creation tool BookBrush
AUTHOR WEBSITE OPTIONS at DEEPLY DISCOUNTED PRICES….and many more!

HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:



To Sum Up



If you want to kickstart your writing career, 
there is no better system. 
This is EXACTLY what I needed when I started. 
It would have saved me money and time.
View all the modules either on or offline.



And!
You can start for only $45.
And you have a no questions asked 30 day 
money back guarantee.
You get dedicated support from me 
and my team.



You just
need to
take action

NOW



HERE’S WHAT TO DO NOW:

12 instalments of $75
24 instalments of $45
Or SAVE OVER 15% and pay in FULL
100% access to all material with your 
first payment

www.selfpublishingformula.com/adsforauthors



www.selfpublishingformula.com/adsforauthors



LIVE Q & A
12 instalments of $75
24 instalments of $45
Or SAVE and pay in FULL
100% access to all material with 
your first payment

www.selfpublishingformula.com/adsforauthors



www.selfpublishingformula.com/adsforauthors



Answers & WINNER

Competition time!

The Social NetworkThe Gold Rush


